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Foreword
The early childhood years are a critical period for learning and development and foundational to building the skills and capacities of a lifetime.
Children's developmental trajectories can be interrupted by events in their worlds that they have no control over such as parental separation,
a family death or natural disasters. Informed support by caring family members, educators, family workers and others in the child's social
sphere is key to moving forward in positive ways and minimising disruption.
This storybook captures how children might be feeling about events in their world and recognises those feelings as legitimate. It is okay to feel
cranky or grumpy when things are challenging, many people do, including children. The text and images combined authentically prompt
conversations between children and their supportive family members, educators or family workers. Such conversations may promote working
together and caring for each other through challenging times.
¶ķļƖɆĈŨŨŏȚɆëƖɆƋëƎƢɆŨįɆëɆƖėƎļėƖȚɆļƖɆļŝŝŨǁëƢļǁėɆļŝɆëɆǘėŒĐɆǂķėƎėɆƖƪƋƋŨƎƢļǁėɆƎėƖŨƪƎĉėƖɆëŝĐɆƋƎŨİƎëśƖɆįŨƎɆǁėƎǈɆǈŨƪŝİɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆëŝĐɆƢķėļƎɆįëśļŒļėƖȚɆ
educators and family workers has been almost non-existent for years. There are many families where parents are deployed or away for
ƢƎëļŝļŝİɆƢķëƢɆǂļŒŒɆĈėŝėǘƢɆįƎŨśɆƢķėɆƖķëƎļŝİɆŨįɆƢķėƖėɆƎėƖėëƎĉķȯĈëƖėĐɆļŝƖļİķƢƖɆļŝɆëɆƖƢŨƎǈĈŨŨŏɆįŨƎśëƢș
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“Hi, we are here to share this story with you!”

Fefu

Ponk

Loves:
Animals, Games like
hide and seek

Loves:
Growing fruit and
Rock climbing

Zip
Loves:
Baking, Painting, and
Counting numbers

Mush
Loves:
Mini Golf, Sandcastles,
Playing at the park

Training (Work-up)
'T' is for TRAINING,
a word we live with
every day.
Although we don't
always say it,
it's with us all the time.

'T' is also for TRICKY
because it is hard to
understand.
But this book will help
you as we explore each
letter.
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T
'T' is also for
terrible now we
are counting down
the days!
It's also for TIME,
to be together
before she leaves.

R
'R' is for REALLY:
do you really have to go?
It's also for RIGHT-OH!
Here we go again.
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A
'A' is for ALWAYS, because
she always goes away.
It's also for AWFUL, awfully
hard to say goodbye.

I
'I' is for IRRITABLE,
the cranky feeling
when Mum leaves.
But it's also for
I CAN BE GROWN UP,
now I'm learning how
to wait.

N
'N' is for NEVER,
I never want her to go.
It's also for NIGHT
time. I sometimes
sleep with Dad when
Mum goes away.

I
'I' is for good IDEAS.
I can help pack her bags.
It's also for IMAGINING,
that none of this is real.

t r a i n
i n g

N
'N' is for NIGHT time,
the last sleep is really
here.
It's also for NEVER,
morning never
seems to come.

G
'G' is for GOING;
on a bus, ship,
car or plane.

t r a i n
i n g

It's also for
GRUMPY, at first
that's how I feel.

But,
I am so EXCITED,
when I'm told she's
coming home.
I'm also ECSTATIC
when the day arrives
at last.

Finally she arrives and
I can hug her again.
We all have a cuddle,
then she swings me
through the air.

TIME is so precious
when we're all
together again.
We want TIME to
stand still, as we
regroup and
celebrate.

TIME to hug,
wipe the tears,
and settle in
once again.
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But TIME marches on
and soon we'll say
that word again.
That word that's
always lurking,
somewhere deep
inside our heads.
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'T' is for TRAINING,
and trying to steer
my trike.
Our family dance
around it, inside
the circle of our
love.

Adults use words like this:

But I use words like this:

Family

Gentle
Caring
Hugs

Dad
Sister
Sharing

Mum
Kind
Kisses
Nana

Friends
Pa
Grandad
Grandma

Working together
Our family pulls
together to help
us share the load.
Training means
we work harder
with one of us
away.

Koalas

Emus
s
o
o
r
a
Kang

Love holds us together
Training seems
to test us in every
single way.
But our family becomes
stronger if we persevere
each day.

What jobs in the defence forces
are shown in the photos in this book?
What other types of jobs do people
do in the defence forces?
Using the pictures on this page and the
next, make up your own story about what
Rosie did in her busy week. Repeat the
activity using the following pages of the
book, using about 5-6 photos at a time.

How many musical instruments can you
find in this book? What are their names?
What types of musical instruments are
they? E.g. woodwind, brass, percussion,
string
How many eggs can you see in the photo
of the Navy cook? If she only uses the
eggs you can see, how many people
would that feed if they all had 1 egg
each? What if they had 2 eggs each?

How was this research-based eBook written?
The static eBook was written using research data collected with defence families. The overall research project was titled ‘Young
children’s understandings and experiences of parental deployment within an Australian Defence Force (ADF) family’ (Rogers,
2017). The information below and in the next few pages explores research from the eBook, the interactive version of the eBook
and the original research project.
eBook research question
How can a storybook assist children from defence families to build their knowledge and understanding of women’s roles as parents and workers, parents working away on training and family care they experience?
eBook research statement
This digitised eBook was designed to build on children’s knowledge and understanding of:

•
•
•
•
•

parents working away when they attend training
parents returning home after training episodes
emotional challenges during household transitions
mothers in different roles as parents and workers
family members showing love for each other wherever they are

The eBook was written to provide a springboard for discussion between children, and their parents, educators or family workers
about common experiences of children within the Australian Defence Force (ADF) families. Seeing other children experience
similar situations, such as having a parent going away for training, then returning home helps to normalise their experiences at
ķŨśėɆëŝĐɆĈƎļŝİƖɆëɆƖėŝƖėɆŨįɆëİėŝĉǈɆëŝĐɆĈėŒŨŝİļŝİɆëƖɆƢķėǈɆƖėėɆƢķėļƎɆŒļǁėƖɆƎėǙėĉƢėĐɆļŝɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆŒļƢėƎëƢƪƎėșɆEƎëƋķļĉëŒŒǈɆļŒŒƪƖƢƎëƢėĐɆ
characters assist children to improve their emotional literacy as the characters respond to the changes at home. The story centres
around a family where the mother is the worker who goes away for training episodes. Seeing mothers as both parents and
workers assist children to value the contribution of their mothers in the family as carers and breadwinners. They also see their
mothers as serving their community and country within their defence role. The book shows ways family members can work
together to show love and support for each other whether they are all together, or whether one of them is away for work.

What the literature and research says
¶ķļƖɆ ĈŨŨŏɆ ėǇƋŒŨƎėƖɆ ƢķėśėƖɆ ļĐėŝƢļǘėĐɆ ļŝɆ ƢķėɆ ëƪƢķŨƎȼƖɆ ƢķėƖļƖɆ ėŝƢļƢŒėĐɆ ȻÛŨƪŝİɆ ĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆ ƪŝĐėƎƖƢëŝĐļŝİƖɆ ëŝĐɆ ėǇƋėƎļėŝĉėƖɆ ŨįɆ
ĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆǂļƢķļŝɆëŝɆƪƖƢƎëŒļëŝɆ$ėįėŝĉėɆDŨƎĉėɆȩ$DȪɆɆįëśļŒǈȼɆȩ¡ŨİėƎƖȚɆǥǣǤǪȪɆƪŝĐėƎƢëŏėŝɆëƢɆƢķėɆ½ŝļǁėƎƖļƢǈɆŨįɆpėǂɆ,ŝİŒëŝĐɆëŒŨŝİɆ
ǂļƢķɆƢķėɆëƪƢķŨƎȼƖɆŨƢķėƎɆƎėƖėëƎĉķș
Resilience
DëśļŒļėƖɆëŝĐɆļŝĐļǁļĐƪëŒƖɆëįįėĉƢėĐɆĈǈɆƋëƎėŝƢëŒɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆȩëŝĐɆƢƎëļŝļŝİɆėƋļƖŨĐėƖȪɆŨįƢėŝɆĐėśŨŝƖƢƎëƢėɆƋŨƖļƢļǁėɆƖļİŝƖɆŨįɆƎėƖļŒļėŝĉėɆ
ȩ¡ŨİėƎƖȯëĈėƎȚɆǥǣǤǪȪșɆ©ŨśėɆĉëŝɆëĐëƋƢɆƢŨɆƢķėļƎɆŝėǂɆƎŨŒėƖɆëŝĐɆśëŝëİėɆƢķėɆĉķëŝİėƖɆļŝɆįëśļŒǈɆĐǈŝëśļĉƖșɆ,įįėĉƢļǁėɆëĐëƋƢëƢļŨŝɆļƖɆ
ŒėƖƖɆ ŒļŏėŒǈɆ ƢŨɆ ŨĉĉƪƎɆ ǂķėŝɆ śƪŒƢļƋŒėɆ ĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢƖɆ ŨĉĉƪƎɆ ȩdëƎëȯļŝļƖŨśŨɆ ėƢɆ ëŒșȚɆ ǥǣǤǤȜɆ nŨİļŒɆ ėƢɆ ëŒșȚɆ ǥǣǤǣȜɆ ÕķļƢėȚɆ ĐėɆ ƪƎİķȚɆ DėëƎȚɆ ʁɆ
QǁėƎƖėŝȚɆǥǣǤǤȪșɆnƪŒƢļƋŒėɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢƖɆėŝƖƪƎėɆįėėŒļŝİƖɆŨįɆİƎļėįɆëŝĐɆŒŨƖƖɆëƎėɆƎėǁļƖļƢėĐɆȩEļŒŒļėƖɆʁɆpėļśėǈėƎȚɆǥǣǣǩȪȚɆĐėĉƎėëƖļŝİɆįëśļŒļėƖɂɆ
ĉëƋëĉļƢǈɆƢŨɆĈŨƪŝĉėɆĈëĉŏșɆ¶ķėƎėɆëƎėɆëɆŒļśļƢėĐɆŝƪśĈėƎɆŨįɆƖƢƪĐļėƖɆƢķëƢɆļŝĐļĉëƢėɆƢķėɆĉŨŝƢƎëƎǈȚɆļŝĉŒƪĐļŝİɆƢķėɆnĉEƪļƎėɆėƢɆëŒșɆȩǥǣǤǥȪɆ
¶ļśŨƎėȯdėƖƢėɆƖƢƪĐǈȚɆķŨǂėǁėƎȚɆƢķėƎėɆļƖɆėǁļĐėŝĉėɆŨįɆëŝɆļŝĉƎėëƖėɆļŝɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɂƖɆĈėķëǁļŨƪƎëŒɆƋƎŨĈŒėśƖɆȩnĉEƪļƎėȚɆbëŝėƖëƎëŌëķȚɆ¡ƪŝİėȚɆ
QƎėŒëŝĐȚɆʁɆÕëŒŒėƎȚɆǥǣǤǩȪșɆ¶ķėɆŒėŝİƢķɆŨįɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢƖɆļƖɆëŒƖŨɆëɆƎļƖŏɆįëĉƢŨƎɆȩnëŝƖǘėŒĐɆėƢɆëŒșȚɆǥǣǤǣȜɆnĉDëƎŒëŝėȚɆǥǣǣǬȜɆ©ļėĈŒėƎȚɆǥǣǣǬȪɆ
ĈėĉëƪƖėɆ ŒŨŝİɆ ĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢƖɆ ļŝĉƎėëƖėɆ ƢķėɆ ėǇƋŨƖƪƎėɆ ŨįɆ ƢķėɆ ƖėƎǁļĉėɆ ƋėƎƖŨŝŝėŒɆ ëŝĐɆ ƢķėļƎɆ įëśļŒļėƖɆ ƢŨɆ ƢķėɆ ėįįėĉƢɆ ŨįɆ ƢƎëƪśëɆ ëŝĐɆ ƢķėɆ
ƖėĉŨŝĐëƎǈɆ ƢƎëŝƖśļƖƖļŨŝɆ ŨįɆ ƢķëƢɆ ƢƎëƪśëɆ ƢŨɆ ƖƋŨƪƖėƖɆ ȩ{ɂƎļėŝȚɆ ǥǣǣǧȪșɆ ¶ƎëƪśëɆ ĉëŝɆ ëŒƖŨɆ ƢƎëŝƖįėƎɆ ƢŨɆ ƋėƎƖŨŝŝėŒɂƖɆ ĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆ ȩƎëśśȚɆ
pŨƎƎļƖȚɆ¶ëśȯ©ėƢŨȚɆ,ļĉķŒėƎȚɆʁɆ©śļƢķȯ,ǁëŝƖȚɆǥǣǤǩȜɆ¡p$ɆLėëŒƢķɆëŝĐɆ¡p$ɆpëƢļŨŝëŒɆ©ėĉƪƎļƢǈɆ¡ėƖėëƎĉķɆ$ļǁļƖļŨŝȚɆǥǣǤǤȪșɆĐĐļƢļŨŝëŒŒǈȚɆ
ƋëƎėŝƢļŝİɆėįįėĉƢļǁėŝėƖƖɆĉëŝɆĈėɆļśƋëĉƢėĐɆĈǈɆƢķėɆŒėŝİƢķɆŨįɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢƖɆȩëļȚɆǥǣǥǣȪșɆ$ėƖƋļƢėɆƢķļƖȚɆśëŝǈɆįëśļŒļėƖɆĐŨɆƖķŨǂɆëɆķļİķɆ
ŒėǁėŒɆ ŨįɆ ǙėǇļĈļŒļƢǈɆ ǂļƢķɆ įëśļŒǈɆ śėśĈėƎƖɆ ƢëŏļŝİɆ ŨŝɆ ŝėǂɆ ƎŨŒėƖɆ ǂļƢķļŝɆ ƢķėļƎɆ įëśļŒǈșɆ ļƢƢśëŝȚɆ bėƎƋėŒśëŝɆ ëŝĐɆ nĉDëĐǈėŝɆ ȩǥǣǣǧȪɆ
ƎėĉŨİŝļƖėɆƢķëƢɆįëśļŒļėƖɆëƎėɆŝŨƢɆƖļŝİƪŒëƎɆëŝĐɆëƎėɆļŝĉƎėëƖļŝİŒǈɆĐļǁėƎƖėɆȩŒėǁėƎɆʁɆ©ėİëŒȚɆǥǣǤǦȪșɆ¶ķėɆëĈļŒļƢǈɆŨįɆëɆįëśļŒǈɆƢŨɆƖƪƎǁļǁėɆƢķėɆ
ëĐĐėĐɆƖƢƎėƖƖėƖɆŨįɆƢķėɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆĉǈĉŒėɆȩŨƎɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆƖƋļƎëŒȪȩdėƖƢėƎɆʁɆDŒëŏėȚɆǥǣǤǦȪɆǂļŒŒɆĐėƋėŝĐɆƪƋŨŝɆƢķėɆƍƪëŒļƢǈɆŨįɆƢķėɆƋƎŨƢėĉƢļǁėɆ
įëĉƢŨƎƖɆǂļƢķļŝɆƢķėɆįëśļŒǈɂƖɆėĉŨŒŨİļĉëŒɆƖǈƖƢėśɆȩnĉŨŝŝėŒŒɆėƢșɆëŒșȚɆǥǣǤǬȜɆ¡ŨİėƎƖȯëĈėƎȚɆǥǣǤǪȪșɆɆ

Supporting children from military families
Young children with deployed parents are more likely to be referred to paediatricians for behavioural and mental and health issues
than children who do not experience parental deployment according to Scandlyn & Hautzinger (2019, p. 235). Children over three
ǈėëƎƖɆ ŨŒĐɆ ǂļƢķɆ ĐėƋŒŨǈėĐɆ ƋëƎėŝƢƖɆ ĐėśŨŝƖƢƎëƢėĐɆ ƖļİŝļǘĉëŝƢŒǈɆ ķļİķėƎɆ ŒėǁėŒƖɆ ŨįɆ ĐėƋƎėƖƖļŨŝɆ ëŝĐɆ ǂėƎėɆ śŨƎėɆ ŒļŏėŒǈɆ ƢŨɆ ėǇƢėƎŝëŒļƖėɆ
ĈėķëǁļŨƪƎƖɆ ȩķëƎƢƎëŝĐȚɆ DƎëŝŏȚɆ ÕķļƢėȚɆ ëŝĐɆ ©ķŨƋėȚɆ ǥǣǣǬȪșɆ ƢȯķŨśėɆ ƋëƎėŝƢƖɆ ėǇƋėƎļėŝĉėɆ ƖļİŝļǘĉëŝƢɆ ƖƢƎėƖƖɆ ǂķļŒėɆ ƢķėļƎɆ ƋëƎƢŝėƎɆ ļƖɆ
deployed, impacting the child, and their ability to effectively support their child (Rogers, 2019; Cai, 2020).
Due to these challenges, a broad range of voices, including academics, parents, educators, researchers, and health professionals
have requested resources, support programs and services (Cramm, Norris, Tam-Seto, Eichler, & Smith-Evans, 2015). These
ƎėƍƪėƖƢƖɆįŨƎɆļŝƢėƎǁėŝƢļŨŝɆƖƋėĉļǘĉëŒŒǈɆƢëƎİėƢɆƢķėɆŝėėĐɆƢŨɆĈƪįįėƎɆƢķėɆļśƋëĉƢƖɆŨįɆƋëƎėŝƢëŒɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆȩbƎļƢļŏŨƖɆʁɆ$ėÔŨėȚɆǥǣǤǫȪȚɆëŝĐɆ
scaffold young children's resilience and families on the home front (Meadows et al., 2016). 'A review of the literature and available
programs reveals that there are a scant number of available programs to assist families with problems resultant from
deployment.' according to Friedberg & Brelsford (2011, p. 231). While progress has been made since 2011, it has been limited and
largely underfunded in many countries, including Australia.

Maternal employment
¶ķėƎėɆļƖɆëɆŒëƎİėɆĈŨĐǈɆŨįɆƎėƖėëƎĉķɆĐėśŨŝƖƢƎëƢļŝİɆƢķėɆĈėŝėǘƢƖɆŨįɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆİƎŨǂļŝİɆƪƋɆļŝɆëɆķŨƪƖėķŨŒĐɆǂķėƎėɆƢķėɆśŨƢķėƎɆǂŨƎŏƖɆëƢɆ
ƖŨśėɆ ƖƢëİėɆ ŨįɆ ƢķėļƎɆ ĉķļŒĐķŨŨĐȚɆ ëŒƢķŨƪİķɆ ëɆ įėǂɆ ƖƢƪĐļėƖɆ ëŒƖŨɆ ļŝĐļĉëƢėɆ ƖŨśėɆ ŝėİëƢļǁėɆ ëƖƋėĉƢƖșɆ QƢɆ ļƖɆ ŝŨƢɆ ƢŨɆ ƖëǈɆ ƢķëƢɆ ĈŨƢķɆ ƋëƎėŝƢƖɆ
ƖķŨƪŒĐɆĈėɆļŝɆįƪŒŒȯƢļśėɆėśƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆëƢɆëŒŒɆƢļśėƖȚɆŨƎɆëƢɆëŝǈɆƢļśėɆĐƪƎļŝİɆëɆĉķļŒĐȼƖɆŒļįėșɆÛŨƪŝİɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆƎėƍƪļƎėɆśƪĉķɆśŨƎėɆĉëƎėɆëŝĐɆ
ëƢƢėŝƢļŨŝɆ ëŝĐɆ ƢķėɆ ėëƎŒǈɆ ǈėëƎƖɆ ëƎėɆ ƢķėɆ śŨƖƢɆ ļśƋŨƎƢëŝƢɆ ƢļśėɆ įŨƎɆ ëɆ ĉķļŒĐȼƖɆ ĐėǁėŒŨƋśėŝƢȚɆ ƖŨɆ ķëǁļŝİɆ ëɆ ķŨƪƖėķŨŒĐɆ ƢķëƢɆ ļƖɆ ƎėŒëƢļǁėŒǈɆ
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The need for age and culturally appropriate digital resources (digital interactive version)
Digital technologies are becoming more commonplace in households and early childhood settings to enhance learning and
connection (Bird, 2018; Colliver, Hatziganni & Davis, 2019). Research with Australian Defence Force families revealed a need for
age and culturally appropriate resources for young families, their educators and family workers (Rogers, 2020). Some families
were told by other military parents they were on their ‘own until the kids go to school’, expressing their frustrations at the lack of
age-appropriate resources and programs for children under school age (Rogers, 2017, p. 252). Parents reported they found this
discouraging and depressing because they were trying to parent through stressful and emotional times throughout the
deployment cycle and needed additional support. Parents asked for digital resources, such as eBooks and apps, because they did
ŝŨƢɆŒļŏėɆƢķėśɆƪƖļŝİɆƎėƖŨƪƎĉėƖɆįƎŨśɆŨƢķėƎɆĉŨƪŝƢƎļėƖɆƢķëƢɆĐļĐɆŝŨƢɆƎėǙėĉƢɆƢķėļƎɆŨǂŝɆĉƪŒƢƪƎėɆȩ¡ŨİėƎƖȚɆļƎĐɆʁɆ©ļśƖȚɆǥǣǤǬȪșɆķļŒĐƎėŝɆķëǁėɆ
ëɆƎļİķƢɆƢŨɆƖėėɆƢķėļƎɆŨǂŝɆĉƪŒƢƪƎėɆëŝĐɆŒļǁėƖɆƎėǙėĉƢėĐɆļŝɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆŒļƢėƎëƢƪƎėȚɆļŝĉŒƪĐļŝİɆļŝɆĐļİļƢëŒɆįŨƎśëƢƖɆȩ¡ŨİėƎƖȚɆļƎĐɆʁɆ©ļśƖȚɆǥǣǤǬȪșɆ
Giving children from particular groups access to their own stories through a digital medium gives them a sense of belonging and
agency (Rogers & Bird, 2020).

Interactive eBook research question
How do you build very young children’s knowledge and understanding of parents going away for training, emotional responses
and emotional intelligence within defence families through a web-based digital app that contains educational games, interactive
ëĉƢļǁļƢļėƖɆëŝĐɆëƎƢƖȯĈëƖėĐɆëĉƢļǁļƢļėƖɆƢķëƢɆƎėǙėĉƢɆėëƎŒǈɆĉķļŒĐķŨŨĐɆƋķļŒŨƖŨƋķļėƖȠɆ
Interactive version research statement
This interactive version of an eBook was designed to build on children’s understanding and knowledge of:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the emotional challenges of saying goodbye to parents working away for training
different emotions and what they look like on people’s faces
transport vehicles for different purposes
letter and word recognition to build a vocabulary to help them understand military family life
ways to keep busy when they are missing their parent
various occupations within the defence forces
activities they can still enjoy with the at-home parent despite the other parent being away

Children learn about the emotions involved with saying goodbye to a parent when they go on training through an animation with
the graphically designed characters waving and responding emotionally. Learning to recognise and express emotions is achieved
by creating surprised and ecstatic faces. Vehicles for different purposes are explored through the opportunity to create a snow
plough and a snowmobile for defence workers in the Antactic. Activities tracing letters that make up the word ‘training’ are
examined by tracing and drag and drop spelling activities to build letter and word recognition. Children learn ways to keep busy
by doing positive activities such as baking biscuits with the at-home parent. Various occupations within the defence forces are
investigated through an activity that asks children to build a dental tent. Children learn ways to enjoy time with the at-home
parent by designing play equipment, such as a swing set for the park where they could play with their parent when they return.
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